**ECLIPSE**

**MODEL 3135EC**

**JIG GUIDE**

**Drill locations for:**
1. Lever disconnect assemblies
2. Drawer hooks
3. Front face frame hole
4. Front side mount (37 mm)

Accuride recommends the use of the drill bit in the optional Accuride tool kit (PN 41800568XE) to control drill depth when drilling.

For use with part number: 41800568XE Drill Jig.
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**Top view**

**Notch width**

**Disconnect lever**

**Face frame**

**37 mm**

**Drawer hook**

**Notch flush to drawer bottom panel**

**Lever disconnect assemblies**

**Drawer hooks**

**Face frame hole**

**For drawer hook hole use 1/4" dia. drill bit**

**For disconnect assembly holes use 3/32" dia. drill bit for #6 screws**

**For face frame hole use 3/32" dia. drill bit for #8 wood screw**

**For front cabinet holes use 3/32" dia. drill bit for #8 screws**

---

**Frameless - Front cabinet holes**

**37 mm**

**Use "V" notch indicated to mark line for frameless cabinet hole**

**Accuride**

www.accuride.com

General information: 562-903-0200
Tech Support: 562-903-0389